T he hidden texts provided within them guidance to the collator/decoder and to the programmer. When all the “guidance” lines were collected, there were 28 pages in ten font Arial for the computer programmer whose “chore” it was to transform all the words of each quatrain line by anagram, and 38 pages for the collator/decoder. The five lines on page two give the best and easiest understood example of guidance by Nostradamus to the person doing the collating/publication of the hidden texts. They are from the *quatrein* lines resulting from the anagrammed words.

Hats off to Alan UUebber, as it is a profound task anagramming all the quatrains lines. The research involved is enormous for both of us. Every single day working on the quatrein lines leaves me with an “oohmph” moment.

For instance, when working on 9 35 4 below. The letters Y-I-N-M on their own were a total mystery – as I am sure they would be to you too (unless you are a molecular scientist). After researching what in the world these letters mean – look at the result! You answer the huge mystery of the “how” of the cattle mutilations…the “why” turned up in a code within codes in 1 98 3 out of CRETETHESSALIE resulting in CERISE T CHASE LITRES … cerise being the colour of “T” those from Ursa Major Central…CHASE LITRES of BLOOD.

I must put in brackets here that the letter “T” was derived from yet another of Alan UUebber’s discoveries as guided to him; regarding the “runic skies”…the constellations being in the shape of a runic character. The “LOBSTERMEN” forum is on its way. For confirmation that “CRETETHESSALIE” was telling us about cattle mutilations – this was followed by HEAT, (hate) SLICE STEER…AS IT LEECH (leach) STEER. Leech being a pun as well, because the obsolete name “Leech” was for the constellation over the head of the hunter Orion between Orion and Ursa constellation. Leech is now called Hirudo. Not to be confused with Hirundo the Swallow in Pisces Constellation.

Therefore the possibility is that those from “T” are in this case from somewhere closer to “Leech”…at the outer edge of Ursa Major. The cattle mutilations have remained a mystery even to the journalists who follow it closely. According to Nostradamus the division of cells is done at a molecular level using heat. The description of a “crab cross scorpion” seen by an Iowa minister in 2007 on the back of a cow could be what the “Myrmidon” is that is referenced here.

---

**QUATRAINS AND THEIR INNER MEANING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 35 4</th>
<th><em>Et marchera contre le Myrmidon</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M.R. E. “T. MARRON DO THERMAL YINM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMONIC MERCY CATTLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE: ARCHER OMEN CAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note my R.E. electron mid March in 5 91 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note the pun…Mr. E.T. ‘M’ can mean in Sept 2-29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 91 1</td>
<td><em>Au grand marche qu’on dict des mensongers</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARDS GENNOS SOUGRAIGNE REGION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGERS: to argue MENS DECEPTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or DEDUCTIONS MEN = (Men = Aquarius)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISCOUNTED DAMN OMEN S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUOINED ORGANISERS MARCH – see 8 58 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAISES DAN. SONG = ARQ G</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or GUARD RAISES SONGS (see musical clues later)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And he (they) will march against the Myrmidons. Myrmidons – originally Ants or mantids, turned into human beings by Zeus. YINM: separation by heat at the molecular level. CAR: “the enemy” obs. 1ST Decan CAPRICORN: (add ten days allowing for Gregorian?) When ARCHER Sagittarius faces into the centre of the galaxy December 21/22 2012. M: Orion R: Draco Indicated male greys. R.E. electron: Eridanians

At the market that they call that of liars: Wall St. or Treaty 9

SOUGRAIGNE – Pyrenees GENNOS – begets GUARDS: (key)

Grus or Phoenix, also Bots and/or the Keepers = from Arcturus.

MAN = Orion or Perseus MARCH the month

SINGERS: authors of these ‘tunes’ – the Hidden Texts...

DAN is Daniel of the Bible, and/or Scorpio. S: April 15 – May 12

O: (Andromeda) ARQ can be Sagittarius. G (Geminids?) G is also

Celt rune for Ivy which is September 30 – October 27 & Monday

And/or google Dan Burisch

---

**THE DATES:** MARCH MAY VIRGO LIBRA SCORPIO SAGITTARIUS and on a Monday. DAMN ‘MAN’ = DAMN ORION

SOUGRAIGNE REGION GUARDS GENNOS: could mean hiding in the tunnels there; is one way to safeguard GENNOS.

---

8 58 2 | *Prendre les armes et le nom Britannique*

LOBSTERMEN QUINTAN MOB |

R.E. LEADERS EQUIP (cause)

RENDER OMEN |

RELEASE BROMIE |

SMELTER ELEMENTS (heavy metals/aluminium) |

BROMINATE INQUINATE |

to take the arms and the name of Britain:

LOBSTERMEN (Mantids) QUINTAN: in the 5 day orbiting planetoid. line 9 35 4 has them as “Marron” (a very large crayfish) as seen by an Iowa minister July 13th 2007 on the back of a cow during a cattle mutilation. He saw a “crab/scorpion”...

the article at Earthfiles.com

R: Draco; E: planetoid EQUIP: cause

INQUINATE: polluting (chemtrails in our atmosphere) …this is the plan

Also referenced below are a couple of examples of “notes to the collator/decoder”. These are just examples of how Alan UUebber and I have been ‘told’ how to do the work for Nostradamus. I have not yet needed to publish any with Alan’s ‘guidance’ and this just shows how delightfully clever the entire ‘chore’ was constructed. Do not think I was able to to do it all on my own. Many people (and they are named in the lines) have been an influence to my understanding … Dan Green, Kimberley Jaeger, Peter Farley, George Elliot Stella Heap, David Spearcchett, Eloise Parks & Nostradamus.

---

1. Helen C Parks © *The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times*
TUMULTUOUS ARRANGEMENT is the moving of earth to a new orbit at “HALF MILE PER HOUR” making da Vinci correct that we will “HARDLY FEEL IT” (the “TORRENTS” being moved). SS BUGS MAHOUTS are the Mantids.

Helen C Parks© The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
ON (Oannes) DUE BURGLARIZE, RUDE BLUR, AGONIZE – so the Oannes are also in league with the Medusine Device DUE ORGANIZE RIB (Leo) The RHOTUS in 1 87 4 above, BLUR ZEE BURIAL GROUND …other lines said “LEO BLUR ZEE” is the Sphinx…at Giza UNGODLIER U (Uranite – of the skies) OAR (Argo) ANGEL DUE – BUZZ UR - BEGIULED OUR Z (Cassiopeia) RAN (Viking god). Please understand that there are as many “bad” angels as there are “good”

10 47 1 HELENMACROS had been duplicated letters which give the following codes withi. Note ROSE LANE/Rosslyn

2 69 2 Voyant discorde de la grand Monarchie NORMA ODDER MADONNA DAMN GARAMOND LARGE E GRAAL DISCORDANT INCHOATIVE HARMONIC INDICATOR RICH RANDOM DEVIATIONS (ORBIT ANCHOR, DECODERS ARCHIVAL (October ISN'T A C.D (do it by hard copy due to no power)

3 49 4 En autres moeurs et lois seras rangé ANCHORET TRANCHE BENÖIT (anchor) FORSEEN ANCHORET RESET ORNATE CHART ARREST BI TEN FREES ORBIT FEETERS FOR CHARTER A.U RETREATS – END UP RE-CREATION N FREE TO EAT (N are the Eridu)

ORNATE can also refer to October/Libra. NET would be the Zeta Reticulans. CHARTER: is the “flight plan” to move Earth away

3 76 2 S'approchant fort de l'heureux paganisme THE SAME SIGN ANCHORET PAPERS UEERE HELD PAGAN CHANT IS (the) SAME THREEFOLD AS PAX ENIGMA AFRONT AGAIN in COPPER COPPER: is October when the "great translation will occur"

10 83 La Mymarée par plusieurs de prin front Merren ray

1 IMPERSONALLY TRANSFERRED UP APRIL NONES A.M.
2 UPPSALR UUISER ALLY PAMPERER FRONT–UPRISEAL PRIDIE N (Celt Ash) S (Celt willow) PAPERS
3 UPPSALR MYRA (asteroid) IEUUI'S FRONT USURIES RESIDUE (economy) MY MATRON PEER APRIL SUMMARY RENACE PUSIL ARMY (He Rods)

The “A.M.” TIMING IN WITH 10 88 4 the first line in the forum ALIEN INVASION – FALSE FLAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>March 2012</th>
<th>April 2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa</td>
<td>Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 6 7 8</td>
<td>8 9 10 11 12 13 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 12 13 14 15 16 17</td>
<td>15 16 17 18 19 20 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 19 20 21 22 23 24</td>
<td>22 23 24 25 26 27 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 26 27 28 29 30 31</td>
<td>29 30 31 6 Good Friday 8 Easter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May 2012</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Helen C Parks© The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
The Kalends
March 1, April 1, May 1, June 1, July 1, August 1, September 1, October 1, November 1, December 1, January 1, February 1

The Nones
March 7, April 5, May 7, June 5, July 7, August 5, September 5, October 7, November 5, December 5, January 5, February 5

The Ides
March 15, April 13, May 15, June 13, July 15, August 13, September 13, October 15, November 13, December 13, January 13, February 13

How to remember it
Everything can be summarized in three simple rules, one of which has a poem associated with it.

- The Kalends always falls on the first of the month
- The Nones falls on the fifth, except as described by the following poem:
  March, July, October, May
  The Nones are then on the seventh day
- The Ides falls 8 days after the Nones

The day before the Nones, Ides, or Kalends was called Pridie

10 8 3 PEER APRIL SUMMARY was derived from duplicated letters...these letters also give the following story
After this forum is done, there will be an “April” forum

PAIRS MY RARE PURE REALM UP ELM (Sep 2 – 29) PLUM (puce: the e.t.) R.E EAR (in Virgo – ‘ear of corn’) RARE PURE REALM is that of the Arcturus - Pleiadian – Dal – El and Andromeda Council... Cassiopeia could also be involved. This is the ascension. This is not the rapture

SUPREME ARMY APRIL..."PRAY REPULSE R SUPREME PRIMAL RAY MAIM "SPRAY MAULER: PRIME (chemtrails) MARS-UPIAL (the reptilians?) E.M.R PYRE prey, PREPARES PLY A RARE PREMIUM RAY (to) MUSLIM SUPREME APRIL MAY PREMIUM PARALYSER "UR, PERU IMPALERS MAY "RELAY AS PRIME RUMP PERUSAL ARMY PRIME (‘prime’ with chemtrails) – PRIMER (for) MAY Also “primed” by way of “channellers” calling themselves SaLuSa, Horus and ‘Commander’ Hatonn
IMPLY PERU REARS A.M. PERU SLIP APRIL MAY MY MER (‘my’ meaning in French - ocean) REARS This information is exactly what is stated in the forum “PERU SLIP”

The following will provide a good indication of how information arrives:

MU REAPPEARS, PLY RIM YMIR PL. (Place) Ymir The primeval giant from whose body the gods created the world. Wiki Where is “Ymir”? YMIR is the PLACE OF GIANTS, is URDU (Pakistan) … RIM OF URDU = Mohenjo Daro… at the edge of which a volcano has just made a new island in the Red Sea. In the “Bahre” forum this area will rise as high as Nepal

December 28 2011 a new volcanic island appears in the Red Sea near Yemen. On the right is a map showing Urdu and the green circle is where Mohenjo Daro was. Much of it is under the sea at the moment.

PYRAMIS RARE PLUME ~ PEER PYRAMIS MURAL


At Pyramis, the cornerstone of our investment approach is the belief that through in-depth fundamental analysis of companies, we are able to identify securities
Helen C Parks © The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times

PYRAMIS RARE PLUME ~ PEER PYRAMIS MURAL

This could be telling us about the stream of something appearing from the tops of all the pyramids world-wide and...

To PEER which means to study the MURALS; the hieroglyphics which should tell us what is happening

Left: Mayan energy beam.
Processed image on right side shows hidden lightning bolt
But the Mayan pyramid of Kukulkan transmitting a raw column of incredible energy into space was just the latest pyramid to do so.

On the right
Aztec Pyramid of the Moon blasts energy vortex from apex

Although the above may be fanciful – the question of exactly what the pyramids' function really is/was has yet to be explained by anyone...

This brings to mind the strange happenings at Tunguska
Nexus magazine had an article about a dormant "installation" in Siberia which protected the Earth

Mysteries of Siberia's "Valley of Death" - Part 4
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/esp_ciencia_tunguska13.htm

Extracted from Nexus Magazine, Volume 12, Number 3
MICROSPHERULES FROM THE TUNGUSKA EXPLOSION ..... thousands of years ago, designed and built the Installation in the Valley of Death to use as a high-altitude first strike

Or it is referring to PYRAMIS (and Thisbe) in which there are several clues – especially in the “mural” here

The story goes:

“The lion, on hearing the shriek came near the tree where Thisbe was initially waiting. The creature picked up the veil in his bloody jaws. At that moment, Pyramis reaches near the mulberry tree (called a 'sycamore' in Celt) and sees Thisbe's veil in the jaws of the lion. He is completely devastated as he thinks that the lion just hunted down Thisbe. Shattered, he pierces his chest with his own sword.

Unknown to what just happened; Thisbe is still hiding in the rocks

The key words here which Nostradamus wants highlighted mean:
LION = the Leo/Den.ebolan of the “Medusine Devise” the “jellyfish” and other living craft
VEIL: well-disguised – with invisibility, also means that knowledge of the truth of history has been hidden from humans
MULBERRY TREE: the Sycamore is a Celt date of: April the 20th and October 23rd (once 9 is added, see illustration below)
JAWS of Draco of Dracum (Grumium XI) HUNTED: by Orion the Hunter PIERCED: is Aries, so it is the April date
CHEST: can mean either Cancer (the Ursa Majorites which are puce/plum in colour) or it can mean Leo
SWORD: is Orion
ROCKS: are the planets in the Solar System

TETH The Mulberry tree/Sycamore Téth (also Teth, Tet) is the ninth letter of many Semitic abjads (alphabets), including Phoenician, Aramaic, Hebrew Tet υ, Syriac _ord, and Arabic

Celtic Tree Astrology: The Sycamore Tree
voices.yahoo.com/article/.../celtic_tree_astrology_the_sycamore.html

This article describes the symbolism of those born between 11th and 20th April and the 14th and 23rd October

SEVENTH DAY OF THE FIFTH MONTH?
The story of Pyramus and Thisbe appears in Giovanni Boccaccio's On Famous Women as biography number twelve (sometimes thirteen) and in his Decameron, in the fifth story on the seventh day, where a desperate housewife falls in love with her neighbour, and communicates with him through a crack in the wall, attracting his attention by dropping pieces of stone and straw through the crack.

In this “mural” Pyramids seems to be part scorpion

Arab astronomers had a number of titles for Sycamore tree constellation (Canis Minor

"it is noteworthy that the ideas of water and drowning seem to be universally associated with this constellation”.

To elaborate an example of how “guidance” in the lines arrives, are a few lines plucked from the 38 pages of guidance to the collator. They are placed here mainly because of the other topics within them:
La nef estrange par le tourment marin
RAIMENT FENNEL REMOUNT (messenger?)
ST FREE ROUTE MINERAL (feldspar key)
REPROMULGATE FASTER

Remount - if it is horse dates, they run September 30 – December 22 & Mare is July 8 – August 4

Tranché le ventre naistra avec deux testes
VENERATE TRANSIENT ACTUARIES N
Once (after) TREATS TEXT - RETAIN EXECUTED TEXTS
HERCULAN AN E ISTAR NITRATES STRAIGHTEN
RETAIN TEXTS ELEVENTH HERCULAN STAR
A FEANT TRANSIENT ACTUARIES FIXED EVENTS
Æ N (ASH) VERN (Alder tree from the name Vernon)
EXECUTED TEXT TREAT US TRANCHES S (Willow)

Saying to publish the Treaty 9 article (Treaties/Contracts)

Apres combat et bataille navale
DIARRHNE, HARDIER ARM PAIN HARMED (true)
MAIN CRUST QUITE UUEAQ, PERMIAN
(age of marine reptiles) QUITE ARID
TSUNAMI, CAR, A.U
HREIDMAR MANUSCRIPT PUTANISM

Sarcoma mole cancer pain nomenclature PARCS

PELEUS (Anu) uses passed planes
APT LIE UP
PILE
REDRESS INVERSED [privies=greys] RESTIVE ~ REINVESTED
READER REVISE AT THE END
HARMED ORGANISM
LIGNOCAINE CURED DIARRHE PAIN
LOSING ARM carcinogen
RULE APPLIES EACH CLOSE ECLIPSE - PAPERS (Sunday) E (Tuesday)

Un prince Anglais Mars a son coeur de ciel
LOSING ARM carcinoegen
LIGNOCAINE CURED DIARRHE PAIN
HARMED ORGANISM

One English prince in March, his heart in the heavens
AnglaisMars = Assign alarm – Alarming Ass = Auriga
UNBELIEVABLE!! MAY 26TH 2009 ...and in four separate lines

I came home from hospital and this is the first line I saw

A grand theatre will come to be set up again: this is referring to the
orbits of the planets including Earth

Peuple sans chef d’Espagne et d’Italie
PILE (Pleiades) FED (federation) SENESCHAL
APT LIE UP - PASSING APSIS it leap (in Scorpio)
PELEUS (Anu) Use PASSED PLANES

Leaderless people of Spain and Italy
‘Leap’ is obsolete for Scorpio
The Earth is APT to LIE UP again, either it will “leap” or in Scorpio but
it says ‘passing apsis’ which is some weeks after Scorpio

Le Sol cache’ eclipse par Mercure
AS SEE EXECUTE HEL AMPERES MAP, ICE
PIPE S (Willow) PAPERS SOREL L
RULE APPLIES CLOSE EACH ECLIPSE

The sun hidden (so small) eclipsed by Mercury
HEL is an asteroid L is Celt Rowan January 21 – February 17 2013
PIPE March 18 – April 14 & Oct 28 – Nov 24 PAPERS on a Sunday
S – WILLow April 15 – May 12. SOREL May 13 – June 9

Presage: 20 1557 September
Mer, terre, aller, foie, loyaute rompue
Pille, nafrage a la cite tumulte
Fiel cruel acte ambition repue
Foyble, offens/fe le chef du fait inulte

SEA-EARTH ALLEGIANCE, (orbit) ABLE TO BREAK AWAY SMOOTHLY
TUMULTUOUS CITY SUBMERSED, LOOTED
CRUEL ACTION BILE ~ BILE means June 10th – July 7th
CHIEF INFRACTION (to the Earth) REVELLING IN THE ACHIEVEMENT
DEED CALCULATED ACROSS TIME

Ded calculated across time: quite so – the placement of the pyramids giving the date of December 3 2012 is testament to that
“Earth allegiance to Sea” is saying quite clearly that the area of the “Sea” in the Milky Way is no longer ‘in allegiance’ – at the same time also
stating that the seas of the Earth no longer have their allegiance either
Century 1 quatrain 1

Through a slit in the belly (Aries) a thing born with two heads (meteor breaking into two)
ACTUARIES: The Watchers? N in Ash or the Eridanians?
ELEVENTH planet? HERCULOBIS = NIBIRU solar system
AN = Anunnaki E the greys ISTAR = Sirius
Who used the events to suit their own agenda
E ANT are the mantids which Cassiopeia use

Arm pain was a soft cell tumour, removed using lignocaine
TSUNAMI, CAR is the first ten days in Capricorn
We have already had a big one, but this could mean the Canaires
A.U = Astronomical Units, a hint at our orbit being altered
Punc means “Cobra” in ancient Hebrew, so this probably means
DRAGONS or SERPENTS, HREIDMAR the dragon slayer

Helen C Parks © The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
Estant assis de nuit secret estude
Seul reposé sur la selle d’airain:
Flambe exige sortant de solitude
Fait prosperer qui n’est à croire vain
Century 1 quatrains 2

La vierge en main mise au milieu de BRANCHES
De l’onde il moule et le limbe et le pied:
Un peur et voix - fremissent par les manches
Splendeur divine. Le divin s’assied

BRANCHES
from brancher the Verb...connect up, to plug in
The same problem arises here that Erika Cheetham had –...the entire word is in capitals
Branch in the obsolete tables HAS SEVERAL INTENTIONS:
BRANCH: held by Cepheus the crowned king. This is Thiruzis the sky rune, meaning standing at the gateway
BRANCH: of the whale’s tail in Cetus Constellation in the south:
(said by Nostradamus to be the new North Pole constellation)
BRANCHUS: SEER by Apollo to be used here I believe as SEE-ER

1 2 2 De l’onde il moule et le limbe et le pied
ELOIM: MELODI
TELL OLDEN DEED –
IDLE BEETLE MELLITE
(IDLE) LIMB ... (see Branches)

1 10
A coffin is put into the vault of iron
where seven children of the king are held
The ancestors and forebears
will come forth from the depths of hell,
lamenting to see thus dead the fruit of their line
Erika Cheetham

1 25
LONG LOST THING [RECLAIMED], HIDDEN MANY CENTURIES
Stage gate – the name Nostradamus gives it
MAKING APT USER (of stargate) HALF SIZE GOD (He Rods)
DUE ICE AGE ... HONOUR CONTRACT
ARRANGE ELDEST MOON ~ ALTER, ACHIEVE LARGE ORBIT
Of the Earth
BY THE OTHER FOUR – BRINGING GREAT CHANGES
the other Four” additional to the “half size god” and the Earth human in Treaty 9, or the four cardinal points of the Earth see “INSANE FOUR DUE – FEUDING AURAS” in “AUSTRALIE”

1 27
Beneath the oak tree of Gienne, struck by lightning
the treasure is hidden not far from there.
That which for many centuries had been gathered,
when found, a man will die, his eye pierced by a spring.
Erika Cheetham

SOUL BEING [Nostradamus] SITS OF A NIGHT, COVERTLY RESEARCHING
ALONE RECLINING ON THE ETHEREAL SEAT (stage gate)
FLAME CONFINED – EXITING IN SOLITUDE [feeling very alone]
ABOARD THRIVING – WHO WILL NOT BELIEVE THE DEED; UNHEEDING

THE DISK IN HAND, ENACTING THROUGH the SEE-ER CONNECTIONS
(looking glass stage gate)
THE WAVE-PULSE FORMS A SHAPE ON THE PEDESTAL
(hologram on a platform)
FEAR AND ONE VOICE ~ SHIMMERING - RETURNS BY THE TUNNELS
(fear of doing - voice activation)
(what we call “wormholes”)
DIVINE SPLENDOUR – THE GOD SITS CLOSE
(in time)

ATHENE the branch who gives
VIRGO: the seed to be borne (carried) to fruition
ATUM: (Gemini) – Mercury the Messenger
BRANCH: held by Bootes the guardian of the flock
PALM BRANCH: held by Hercules the hero
GRACIOUS BRANCH: Lambadia, Mercy. Libra the balance
PROCYON: the branch, Redeemer be, then in Gemini
SERPHA the branch – He the Desired
BRANCHES – the Seer under Didymus the grammarian
BOUGH: the infant Branch was Coma –
thought to have been the Star of Bethlehem.
Is also ASTREA in Virgo (and an asteroid)
ELOIM: MELODI - verses = quatrains
BEETLE = scarab = (in Cancer) and Ursa Major also in Cancer
LIMB = (branch=Virgo) could also mean “idle branch” is humanity
MELLITE is “MINERAL” is Celt February 18 – March 17

A space craft into a mother ship or planetoid; or a hibernating space traveller... see Travis Walton
Seven are the stars in Cepheus the King
Or the seven stars of Pleiades, the Queen
There were once seven stars in Orion-Odin the king
Ancestors: The origins of our DNA
Will ‘come forth’ through the star gate under Giza
Perdu trouvé caché de si long siecle
The lost thing is discovered, hidden for many centuries. Stargate
Sera Pasteur demi Dieu honore
Pasteur will be celebrated almost as a God-like figure
Ains que la lune acheve son grand siecle
This is when the moon completes her great cycle
Par autres vents sera deshonore
but by other rumors he shall be dishonored
Cardinal points = Eagle/Antares (north). Lion/Leo, Denebola (west)
Bull/Taurus/Aldebarans (East), Man/Aquarius/Eridanus (south) or “Men” is Aquarius, so “Man” could be Orion. Canopus is Osiris

OAK TREE (Gui-en - key for ‘range boom’)
Lightening: Light bringer
The oak tree. Light Bringer. White Ox. (Hopi omen)
OAK TREE: sacred tree. Means Jove = Taurus or Jupiter
Could this be the Star gate? Is the looking glass the eye of Horus?
1 27 and go to 2 27
Dessouz le chaine Gui-en du ciel frappé
Non loing de la est caché le tresor
Qui par longs siecles avoir esté grappé
Trouve mourra, l’œil crevé de ressort

UNDER THE RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR
NOT FAR (in time) IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE
WHICH FOR LONG CENTURIES HAD BEEN HIDDEN AWAY
FOUND DEAD. (The stargate) LOOKING (glass) DRIVE FLAT

THE DIVINE WORD, LAUNCHES CHANGE – CHILLED HORROR
WHO DOUBTS NOT THE PROCEDURE (to) ADVANCE MORE:
OF CONSULTING THE SECRETS - INDISTINCT RANGE BOOM
WHAT ONE TRAVELLES BY: ACROSS AND AHEAD OF ... (TIME)

1 29
WHEN THE LAND AND AQUATIC FISH
ARRIVES THROUGH INDISTINCT WAVES –
HORRIFYING CREATURE AGGREGATING APART
MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL
ACCOMPANIED ALL OVER THE SEA
EBONICS FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED
TO CANOPY GRIEVIOUS HOSTILITY

1 29 ORANGE
The veil mentioned in the story of Pyramis and Thisbe
On the left is the secretive truth about off Worlders.
On the right the Off Worlders which we will experience are:
Crux, Leo and the triad of; Sirius Anu and Eridanus. The sword
is Orion wielded by Leo. The sheepfold means Ursa Major,
the urn is in Aquarius and the dove is the Pleiades. All of which
are veiled from us – twice on the left

1 29 HORRIFYING CREATURE AGGREGATING APART isn’t that a wonderful description of “beam me up”!

1 29
There will be an entire chapter – or “FORUM” as Nostradamus calls them, on the OANNES-ANU-SIRIAC
*The word ‘sea’ is also an obsolete word for that area of the universe in which sits Aquarius-Pisces and all the aquatic
constellations, including the beginning of Eridanus, but this seems to mean our own oceans.
However – the Oannes come from Sirius B

1 29
WHEN THE LAND AND AQUATIC FISH
ARRIVES THROUGH INDISTINCT WAVES –
HORRIFYING CREATURE AGGREGATING APART
MATERIALISING IN ALIENATING DOCKING BELL
ACCOMPANIED ALL OVER THE SEA
EBONICS FORCE FIELD ARTICULATED
TO CANOPY GRIEVIOUS HOSTILITY

1 29
Les fleurs passes diminue le monde
Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller
for a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully.
People will travel safely through the sky (over) land and seas:
AER TRAVEL
then wars will start up again. BUT the translation also describes jet propulsion

1 29 The French
hidden texts from Allan UUeber’s program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The French</th>
<th>English translation: Cheetham</th>
<th>hidden texts from Allan UUeber’s program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Les fleurs passes diminue le monde | Pestilences extinguished, the world becomes smaller | 1
| Fleaux = plagues : Cheetham | REFUELS INDIUMS [similar to aluminium, gallium] | 1
| Fleurs = the rose of the stage gate : Parks | SURPASSES SPARSE OLDEN FUELS | 1
| Long temps la paix terres inhabitees | for a long time the lands will be inhabited peacefully | 2
| Seur marchera par ciel, serre (to squeeze) mer et onde | People will travel safely through the sky (over) land and seas: | 3
| | | |
by squeezing the waves = jets
and there are many other "waves"  

This is too weird - this line is the first I ever did, and look what is in the hidden texts of it

SURNAME: (this is Cesar's spelling)
SORTED: remounted. (The Lost Manuscript)
PREAMCH TRUE DEMON, UNRESTORED METEOR EPARCH
N (Eridu) UNDERMOST U astronomical: from the south
ALTAR PIECE, (under Sagittarius)
CARRHAE (battle) RARE MUD murder A (22/12/2012)
Re arm D.U. (depleted uranium) armed Ur  [continues]

Puis de nouveau les guerres suscitez
then new wars will start up again

4 VALUE: Rescuers (Golden Host Doing)
PRIDELESS GUEST deluge persists
UUODEN UPSIDE ENDOUS USE LEAGUES Recruits
Odin/Orion [greys and/or angelim]

1 63 2 *ELISABETH – codes within codes:  PAPALISM SHRINE. SEE IT BANISH …
ASH (February 18 – March 17) BE (Virgo) TILE - E.B.E. HAS TILE  (Tiles being handed out at the false rapture)
HABILE (clever) ET HE'S BESTIAL
Once disclosure becomes prevalent, then Papalism will diminish  N = ASH February 18 – March 17

Ash tree  May 25 to June 03
Ash tree  November 22 to December 01

#3: continued  MERE ARCHER: meaning only just a Sagittarian – true - November 22nd
A.D. MET RUDE ON (Oannes) RUDE MAR. (March) or RUDE ARM (Cepheus/cannibals) [or] RAM (Aries… Aryan…tall blondes
Dr re am: use sonic harmonics to re wire the brain

"TREMENDOU" becomes… had to take the “S” for the word “Nostradamus”

To meet me round (rendezvous = stage gate) – nuder “met nude” = when he first came Nostradamus said “sauu tu nude” – twice!
7 5 3 DESCEND PRIDIE (the date) - SCAMPERED NUDE (I was not fully clothed it was so hot) just as well he is a doctor!
Tuned Orme (Manna) t rend mounted more. Remote N dude (Eridu)
Emu to red N run E.T. mode or RED N TO EMU (Eridanu to Australia)
don’t rue me – to red (the colour I use for his words) menu – tuned omer (Pleiades/Homer) a clue to the mentor of Nostradamus

Tuned Rome (ROMAN=NORMA=LEO) not re deum Thee, O God, we praise So the Regulars are not god, but is it saying they are not good?
Re-dot menu (joining the dots) Emu (Australian) do rent, (Tear) dun meteor done rum E.T.
MENTOR DUE – met our E.T. (UUILLIEM52) mourned end … TEND OUR/ME or “U TEND ORME” Uranate makes the manna
(UUilliem his assistant, had an accident in the stage gate)
Me ‘round E.T. neuter mod(el) Me dot rune … (runes join the dots)

Tuned M (vine Sept 2nd – Sept 29) E (Sept 22) doe (Capricorn is hind/doe) meet R (rod) undo
Routed Men (from Aquarius – Eridu) T rode menu (T are the cattle mutilators from Ursa Major)
ME, ROD: NUT (March 22 - 31) E (Zeta Retulcan Hercules) (or "rode in nut") March 22 - 31
M.O.E. (Managed Operating Environment) turned

TURN DOE (Capricorn) (Poles shift)
TURNED; E.O.M: [Extinction Of Mankind]  R. (Draco Rod) TUNED EOM - true end

End Of Message

1 84
THE MOON OVERSHADOWED ALL OVER, PROFOUND UNCERTAINTY
one of the OMENS & SEALS the moon being moved

HIS BROTHER ORBITING, OF RUSTY COLOUR
(Indeed: Oct 25th 2008 I photographed it, and it was a dark deep red colour to look at…
see CROP CIRCLES for photo)

THE GREAT THING HIDDEN IN DARKNESS
UNDERNEATH FOR SO LONG
Star Gate ~ Stage Gate hidden under Giza,
PLANET X? but see “Auriga” in footnotes OMENS & SEALS
RESTRAINED, SHACKLED;
IN CASE OF BREEDING MENACE
Apparently the military fooled around with timelines, and the Roswell greys have been trying to repair the damage

Lune obscucire aux profondes tenebres
The moon is obscured in deep gloom (on its new orbit)
Son frere passe de couleur ferrugine
Its brother becomes bright red in color (passing planet/oid)
Le grand cache long temps soubs les tenebres
The great one hidden for a long time in the shadows (Nibiru?)
Tiedera fer dans la plaie sanguine
will hold the blade in the bloody wound

Google Dan Burisch
When iron and letters are enclosed in F.I.S.H:

Out of it will come one who will then make war
Across the sea a fleet will travel (replace with ‘karma...
Aura par mer sa classe bien ramee
Karma out of the blue its golden oar league [10 75 ]
To appear near the Latin shore.

However: Aura par mer sa classe bien ramee can translate to
aura will. Noun: karma
par by, through, via, out of
mer wed to marry, the blue (heavens), water, sea
sa (its) his or hers
categorie, rank, order, course, form, league
bien good, right, gold (colour), decent, kindly, very, rightly

2 5 Long awaited, he will not return again
Into Europe, in Asia will appear
One of the league [2, 5] issued from great Hermes
And above all other kings in the orient will surpass.

Hermes is many things. The messenger of the gods
LORD - HOURS

Men in Black
The body without soul no longer to be sacrificed

Day of death put for birthday:
L’esprit divin fera l’ame felice,
The divine spirit will make the soul happy,

Seeing the word in its eternity
Seeing eternity in its word Time machine Voice application: seeing literally

2 27
The divine word will be struck from the sky
DIVINE WORD = VOICE ACTIVATION
One who cannot proceed any further

Such that they will march over and ahead

Iron (Scorpio/Mars) a date mechanism. Ties in with DAN clues
Letters enclosed in PISCES decan. (Obsolete.) As follows: L.
BAND Is Auriga, the 1st ten days in Pisces. LEVI = EVIL
1U-OR means “who cometh” and THETA*. More letters:
Al Mira is in Pisces. Ariadne is in Pisces. King is in Pisces.
Mira is in Cetus, (in Pisces) to be the new north pole star.
L = Laguz a sky rune code for Cetus/Pisces

Enclosed within the word F.I.S.H. is:
F is Celt Alder March 18 – April 14 and Alder is Saturday
S is Celt Willow April 15 – May 12 and Willow is Monday
H is Celt Hawthorn May 13 – June 9 is Apple/rose tree is Friday
I is Eve of winter solstice Dec 20 or June 19/20 (EE) is Sunday

2 27
The revelation closed up with the secret
STAR GATE REVELATIONS
Such that they will march over and ahead

2 27
\[ E \text{ Cheetah} \]
The divinity word will be struck from the sky
DIVINE WORD = VOICE ACTIVATION
One who cannot proceed any further
The revelation closed up with the secret
STAR GATE REVELATIONS
Such that they will march over and ahead
COME OUT (of) LINEAR LANE ~ APPEARING LIFTED FROM BEYOND (Orion's) BELT

Linear Lane is the stage gate
SIRIANS (Prince) ROD CHANNELED ~ CROSSING THROUGH MOUNTAINS, FROZEN FLOODS

Channelled via the stage gate right through solid things
SHOOTING LAUNCHED, GOING RIGHT THROUGH CANOPY AND ICE
Physically travelling through solid material and the atmosphere
AND ONE TO FORM BY SEPARATION ~ ROD APPLICATION

"Beam me through Scotty"
Rod is the grey being in attendance
Separation at the molecular level, apparently fully conscious

---

I used to feel confident in saying "Yellowstone is safe until 2044", because I have been studying the quatrains of Nostradamus since 1980, and in quatrain 2 65 it had said:

The sloping park great calamity
(Professor) seas
To be done through Hesperia (USA) to Insubria (Lombardy)
(This is the latitudes)
Fire in the ship, plague and captivity
(The ship is our Earth, captivity meaning we are unable to leave)
Mercury in Sagittarius, Saturn will fade
(A date of December 7 2044) however

However - I have re worked the last line as follows using the CELT clues, a recent development in decoding Nostradamus, and the CELT clues read like this for the last line:

Mercury is quicksilver, and the Celt zodiac is Cancer (because Mercury is next to the sun and the sun is Leo)
"Arc" was obsolete for Sagittarius, but can just as easily mean the "heavens" or the "canopy"
Saturn has the meaning of "chronos" - time itself (also means "the cannibal")
"fenera" - the last French word of this line, (taken from 'fenestra') means "small windows"
consequently the last line can now read

SMALL TIME RELATED OPENINGS IN THE HEAVENS DATING LATE CANCER (2012)
See the vignette Cesar's Lost Manuscript showing Cancer the crab or lobster

I take back my confident thoughts regarding Yellowstone This was the only line, interpreted as it had been, that was leading me to tell everyone "no, Yellowstone is safe for now"

---

THE PROFOUND HE ROD OF THE GREAT DEEP SEA

Sea: an area in the Milky Way from which comes those of Aquarius;
Eridanus – Enki and Pisces/Crane.
See THE SECOND COMING on page 9
TRIBE HYBRIDIZED ALGOL & CASSIOPEA
Tribe = He Rods, with humans?
THE ISLES BLED DUE TO BELATED PLOUGHING
(starvation) you reap what you sow
But see "lost hoe" in 8 30

PROMPT MORE ACTUAL HARM
THAN THE CONCEALED SECRET ARRANGES

---

The东方人将离开他的座位
东方人将离开他的座位

---

Le grand Neptune du profond de la mer,
The great Neptune of the deepest sea
De gent Punique et sang Gaulois meslé
With Punic race and Gallic blood mixed
Les isles a sang pour le tardif ramer,
The Isles bled, because of the tardy ploughing:
Puis lui nuira que l'occult mal celé
More harm will it do him than the ill-concealed secret
2 65

**SMALL TIME RELATED OPENINGS IN THE HEAVENS DATING LATE CANCER**

*The Moon, and signs of the zodiac - wiccan shadows - peperonity.com*

peperonity.com/go/sites/mview/wiccan.shadows/20024101 - Cached

25 Jan 2011 – Be aware of the qualities of each of the signs which will help you choose the ... The chest and stomach KEY ... Wednesday METAL: Quicksilver

The “banner” is the Milky Way – it is in blackness
The crab is Cancer or Ursa Major...the swirls are the “time related openings”

3 2

**VOICE ACTIVATION. V CONFRONS MATERIAL MATTER**

V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore “confering material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which are of a material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of clearing out the reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics

**ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET**

**POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER**

**CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY**

able to think while using the Star gate

**UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND**

**ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT**

AEGIS a protective shield or force field

Is the ARK the “VITRIM” of Cassiopeia in other lines as the “Lunar nurseries” Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way

3 21

**IN THE CONCA BY THE ADRIATIC SEA**

**THERE WILL APPEAR A HORRIBLE FISH,**

**WITH FACE HUMAN AND ITS END AQUATIC**

**WHICH WILL BE TAKEN WITHOUT THE HOOK**

3 35 1 **L’OCCIDENT D’EUROPE**

**clouds within codes**

**CLOUDED RECEPTION** (chemtrails) CLOUD (is) DIRE POTENCE, TO PRODUCE DECLINE.

**POET INCLUDED CORE (stage gate)**

TO ENDURE EPIC COLD – NOT OCCUPIED ELDER – CONDUCT POE (combustion) I (Egypt) ELDER (November 25 – December 23)

CITED COUPON (titles -) ELDER ON CREEP, CLOUD (hide) DIET Cannibalism PRINCE DELUDE TOO: – SaLuSa « channelled »

**TU ODE, PRINCE** (from Sirius) L (Pisces) DOE (Capricorn). L can mean in Celt Runa January 21 – February 17 PRINCE, OD(d) LUTE (Harp/Lyre) DOE, (in Capricorn) EL DUE TOO D (Friday). EL, E.T OD(d) DUO. ELDER: Celt tree zodiac: November 25 – December 23 ED: PRINCE/LETO DUO - saying thus: the great flood and the arrival of Prince of Dark men are the same time, in “Doe” Capricorn

CC (Ophiucus) UP ONTO DIE (Virgo 2nd decan) Ophiucus moves to where Virgo once was, so this is the new angle Earth sits

POE CONDUIT ELDER C (Wednesday) – ELDER NEPOTIC DUO (AN/ON) C (March 22 – March 31)

**DECREPIT U (heavens) – COLD EON** decrepit orbit O.R DECENT CLUPEOID a large order of soft-finned fishes (Oannes)

3 77

Le temps climat sous Aries comprins

L’an mil sept cens vingt et sept en Octobre,

Le Roi de Perse par d’Egypte prins

Confit mort, perte: la croix grand appropre.

"The Earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard...and the tents will be moved ... and it shall fall and not rise again.” Isaiah 24:20.

Climate aspect comprised Aries third... (March 24th)

September 27 into October - the year taxes millions

King of Iran by Egypt captured

Conflict, death, loss: to the cross great disgrace

March 24th slots in well with

Hazelnut sub tree = March 22 – March 31 which also

Aligns well with the Pisces clue in the tectonic vignette

3 94

For five hundred years more one will keep count of him

Who was the ornament of his time:

Then suddenly great light will he give

He who for this century will render them very satisfied

Erika Cheetham

“Five hundred years more” if added to the year of Nostradamus death – 1566 brings us to 2066... it is in August 2065 that the Wormwood of the Bible is to happen, so within that year ... The 458 is the decoder’s key number
4 5
CROSS MARKS ROAD MAP, TIME BRIDGE –
VOICE ACTIVATED ACHIEVEMENT
Standing on the “mark” to bridge time
CASSIOPEIA ROD HIBERNATING
(Vitrin – or the sphinx?) The ‘crowned queen’
RODS WILL BE ASSEMBLED UNITED... DAN (Scorpio)

CROSS MARKS ROAD MAP, TIME BRIDGE –
Voice Activated Achievement
is this the “hordes” or a description of being re-assembled in “beam me up”
Pegasus (Leg) Spline Age ~ and A.U. MOVED

Spline age is “entwining” ages. A.U. = our orbit is moved

CREATURE POSITIONED - PAIRING UP CO-ORDINATES
The ‘creature’ is a ‘being’, joining forces or co-ordinates to alter either
an orbit and/or an asteroid or begin a time travel trip

GREAT FUTURE DISASTER AND BITTER CONFLICT
The harvest (false rapture) or ARM-MARGIDA (2 13)

PRINCE OF DARK MEN

4 27
Salon, Mansol, Tarascon of SIX arches
(six in the heavens)
Where is still standing the pyramids
(the stargate is at Giza)
Shall come to deliver the Prince of Denmark
(coming over by stargate)
A shameful ransom shall be paid into the temple of
Artemis. (Orion)
(blackmail using wormwood or the ransom is the TRADE IN MEN
** Arson act is the sun GRAND PULSE like a nova

4 28
WITNESS WHEN NEVUS BEINGS OF
URSA, CASSIOPEIA and PISCES CAST OVER
The Second Coming- see page 28 Omens & Seals
DARK MEN ~ IMPRESSIVE OBSCURE PHONICS FORCE FIELD
Ebonics: a blend of ebony and phonics
LORD AMONG THE FLAMING GLORY DISCLOSED
LORD is also obsolete for Mercury/Hermes
THROUGH CONTENTIOUS ATMOSPHERE, CERTAIN ABUSE
Chemtrails

eleven more times the moon the sun will not want
11 more moon cycles (of 354 years) – try from 1535 = 5429
all raised and lowered by degree:
lattitudes raised and lowered = poles shift
and put so low that one will stitch little gold:
gold = sun/Leo. Stitch – put together nano gold solar panels
such that after famine plague, the secret uncovered.

4 30
AGAIN ANU FROM THE SOUTH, URSA, CASSIOPEIA, ERIDANIANS
MORE THAN ELEVEN TIMES (cycle) MOON AND SUN ~
NO DOUBTING The Solar SUN CYCLE is eleven years
INCREASINGLY EDGE AND ADJUST BY DEGREE
edge: to move orbits
AND COURSE EBB APART BEYOND (The Earth)
(COUNT THE DAY DIFFERENCE)
THAT WHICH THE ABORTION GREYS ARRANGE
Beyond the current orbit –
remember that Nostradamus counts from outwards in to the sun
WHAT PESTS HUNGER AFTER THE SECRET DISCOVERY
the stage gate – star gate discovery pests are certain greys

Croix, paix, soubz un accompli divin verbe
Cross, peace, under one the divine word accomplished
L'Espaigne et Gaule seront unis ensemble
(when) Spain and Gaul will be united together
Grand clade proche, et combat tresacerbe
Great disaster near, and combat very bitter:
Coeur si hardi ne sera qui ne tremble
No heart will be so hardy as not to tremble

4 27
SUN HOUSE ORION, ARSON ACT **
OF SIX SAT ACORN IN THE HEAVENS
The “unholy six” second coming - using the stage gate
astronomic zodiac house
WHERE STANDS THE PYRAMID (singular) OVER
1 ‘over’ = depths of hell - an underground city
COMING OVER (by Stargate from Orion)
DELIVERING DARK MEN FROM SIRIUS
Prince of Dark Men = Dannemarc
HATEFUL TAKEOVER (or REDEMPTION) [blackmail]
TO ARTEMIS (Orion) (Wormwood: the threat)
IN THE TEMPLE Capitol Hill/The Pyramid

4 28
Lors que Venus du Sol sera couvert,
Soubs l’esplendeur sera forme occulte:
Mercure au feu les aura descouvert,
Par bruit bellique sera mis a l’insulte.

When Venus will be covered by the Sun,
Under the splendor will be a hidden form:
Mercury will have exposed them to the fire,
Through warlike rumours it will be insulted.

4 30
Plus onze fois Luna Sol ne voudra
Tous augment et baisse de degre
Et si bas mis que peu or on cendra
(ashen = a grey)

Qu après fain peste descouvert le secret

4 29
AGAIN ANU FROM THE SOUTH, Ursa, Cassiopeia, Eradians
MORE THAN ELEVEN TIMES (cycle) MOON AND SUN ~
NO DOUBTING The Solar SUN CYCLE is eleven years
INCREASINGLY EDGE AND ADJUST BY DEGREE
edge: to move orbits
AND COURSE EBB APART BEYOND (The Earth)
(COUNT THE DAY DIFFERENCE)
THAT WHICH THE ABORTION GREYS ARRANGE
Beyond the current orbit –
remember that Nostradamus counts from outwards in to the sun
WHAT PESTS HUNGER AFTER THE SECRET DISCOVERY
the stage gate – star gate discovery pests are certain greys
The Moon in the **full of night** over the high mountain

*Looking south. Hands on breast, bodies in the fire*

By their disciples invited to be immortal  
(in heaven

---

**4 31**

Helen C Parks

©

**La Lune au plain de nuit sur le haut mont**

Le nouveau sophe d’un seul cerveau l’a vu
You au midi, en seins mains corps au feu
Par ses disciples estre immortel semond

**Yeux au midi, en seins mains corps au feu**

YOU SAW ME UUAX, DIE  
Looking south

FEU L OFFER DENY MASONIC SINS

SCIRONS [thieves] INSOMNIACS ON – AIMS SUN

MAIN COURSE (to dine) MICRONESIAN ( I )

Name Rio iciness uuax N to S

CANIS MINOR SEEN (poles shift?) I  
(Dec 20/21)

This “Canis Minor” might the smaller of the Canary Islands

MICRONESIAN: is this what happened at Easter Island?

---

This explains what I saw that September 2011 night in the south by south east sky

September second decan is also “die”(dee-ay) - while sitting out in my car about 8 pm

My attention was drawn to a very large “star” which should not have been there

It was an umber colour. Very shortly after I spotted it, no more than two minutes

It expanded (grew or “UUaxed”) then without sound went “poof” imploded

With two space craft darting out to the east and two darting away to the west

---

5 7

The bones of the **Triumvir** will be found

The Atlantean grave Edgar Cayce mentioned-Horus/Osiris

Looking for a deep enigmatic treasure:

They were looking for the Hall of Records, found a stargate

Those from thereabouts will not be at rest,

The Egyptian Antiquities Department

Digging for this thing of marble and metallic lead.

(Stage Gate ~ Stargate?

Du Triumvir seront trouvez les os

Cherchant profond thresor aenigmatique

Ceux d'alentour ne seront en repos

Ce concaver marbre et plomb metalique

Erika Cheetham

---

6 3 1 **Fleuve qu’esprouve le nouveau nay CELTIQUE**

**YET CUL(L) – EVOLVE OPAQUE (hidden) UNEQUAL (G.E.) FEVER SUUINE = APRIL 15 – MAY 12 SUUINE FEVER …**

“pig” is February 18 – March 17 with ‘suuine’ date being April 15 – May 12

---

5 46

**DIVIDED BY STRIFE, RED HATS - EXODUS**

The red hats hand out the tiles as ‘tickets’ in the False Rapture

WHEN ERIDANUS SMALL GREYS OCCUPANCY

IN THE NILE DELTA

ACCOMPANIES GROWING FOG (PALL) IN VIRGO

BRINGING ABOUT DEEP ALTERNATE CAMPAIGN ~

BEYOND WISDOM *

Deep alternate meaning alternating between the ages

ALBINO AS GUARANTEE AIRLIFT DAN ~ Ascension

BIOLOGICAL ORME (manna) ASSISTED

Albino As is a Tall White, is also described as ‘robed’

DAN is in Scorpio

---

*Wisdom/sophism are the Pleiades, beyond the Pleiades is Sirius

---
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The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times

Libra traits: the extreme events which will happen in Libra

ONE KING – SHAPE MOVING FORWARD, WHO WILL WITNESS THE ROD
Shape moving forward using the stage gate
ANEALING, AND GOING RIGHT THROUGH MINE (my) ERA
Annealing: re-grouping the molecules, then into stargate
AND ROD ABSORBED - IS-CAN-BE, ACTUALLY GOING RIGHT AROUND
Rod absorbed: a description of "beam me up Scotty"
Is-can-be describes the stage gate
Or
AND CRUEL ABSORBENT! IS-CAN-BE ROD ~ EBRONICS
Ebronics: dark sonics

From beyond the Black Sea and great Tartary,
There will be a King who will come to see Gaul,
He will pierce through "Alania" and Armenia,
And within Byzantium will he leave his bloody rod.

LIBRA TRAITS means those from Leo are "divided"
Balancing things up, "sitting on the fence"

The quatrains of the Hidden Texts …
Both the stage gate and In the Hidden Texts
It would go without saying that a stage gate traveller would not be in a position to do anything but watch. Interesting that he seems accompanied by "GREYS ABOVE" causing one to think of all the mystery orbs

*LIBRA In several lines including:
"This will be preceded by a solar eclipse more dark and gloomy than any since the creation of the world, except that after the death and passion of Jesus Christ. And it will be in the month of October that the great translation will be made and it will be such that one will think the gravity of the earth has lost its natural movement and that it is to be plunged into the abyss of perpetual darkness. [Poles shift]
In the spring (April) there will be omens, and thereafter extreme changes, reversals of realms and mighty earthquakes

These quatrains lend themselves to various different interpretations. I have taken the most extreme. It would be uplifting to receive from any readers, their interpretation. This would be published

5 83
Those who will have undertaken to subvert
THE DISCOVERERS OF THE STAGE GATE
POLITICIANS
BY IGNORING THE SCIENTISTS AND HIDING ALIENS & UFOS
An unparalleled realm, powerful and invincible:
AMERICA? TIME TRAVEL
They will act through deceit, nights three to warn,
KNOWLEDGE LEARNED IN THE STARGATE
POLITICIANS WILL NOT WARN THE PEOPLE
When the greatest one will read his Bible at the table.
BECAUSE HE REALIZES IT IS THE TRUE HISTORY
6 583
THOSE ASPIRING TO MAINTAIN STEERAGE POSSESSION
UNPARALLELED POTENT INVINCIBLE KINGDOM
DARK TRIAD CREATURES – DIVERT BY DECEPTION
READ BIBLE CONTENTS: THE GREATEST AS

(ASS THE GREATEST)

Americans have built a huge wall around Giza
which cannot be seen on google map
‘STEERAGE’ nautical for ‘ship passage’
Using the stage gate – stargate would be unparalleled
AS is the god of the aettir (runes) – those of Cassiopeia

6 4
CODES WITHIN CODES

Le Celtiq fleuve changera de rivaige
The Celtic river will change its flow:
CEPT language clues
Plus ne tiendra la crie’ d’Agrippine:
Plus [when] not applying the quote of Agrippina:
ROMAN/NORMA clues
Tout transmue’ omnis le vieil langaige
All changed except the old language
Keeping the obsolete keys
Saturne, Leo, Mars, Cancer en rapine
Saturn, (time) [in or from] Leo (sun), Mars (war), Cancer (date) in plunder

6 44 SMALL TIME RELATED OPENINGS IN THE HEAVENS DATING LATE CANCER

6 462 NONSEGGE

GG (horse see below or year of the horse 2014) ELSE (otherwise) ONN (March equinox)
SOL GEN ENG (sun mutates). ENG (England) LOSE. NG (October 28 – November 24)
NOSE (in Cancer also The Field/Square/Pyramid), LEG (Scheat/Field/Square/Capricorn) NG N (Eridu) ON, EL EGGS (orbs)
N (Endanus) EGGS (orbs) NOEL. LOG GENE N.S. (North to South). LEGS LOGS ONE NEE (new birth) NG. ascension
EG: LONG (say long ess) S – (i)N E (key, to communicate with reptilian) GENS GONE L. (ROUAN – L = JAN 21 - FEB 17)
Ng REED OCTOBER 28 – NOVEMBER 24 (Celt) HORSES SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 27
HORSE PALE OCTOBER 28 – NOVEMBER 24 HORSE BLACK NOVEMBER 25 - DECEMBER 22 HORSE WHITE JUNE 10 - JULY 7

6 70
Chief of the world will the great Chyren be,
CHYREN CERN H (hagaliz) Y
(Yew tree day = Eve of winter solstice)
Plus Ultra beyond, love, fear, increased:
Its fame and praise will go beyond the heavens
And with the title of sole Victor
will it be quite satisfied.

6 100: AS, LEG’S ENLIST TIN SAGE (Nostradamus) – LEGS, TANS
I (Egypt). S.E (southeast) ANGST L (Cetus) I (Yew tree Dec 20/21)
Leg is obsolete for Pegasus. AS is the god of the Viking Aettir, bringer of runes (the alphabet) TIN = Sagittarius. L is also Jan 2-Feb 17

7 36
GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES, PULSES
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS
SECOND TRIBE ANOINTED GREYS - AGAINST THIRD CENTURY
Third century following discovery of the stage gate or 300 tribes:
Hordes or 300 space ships from direction of Capricorn or in Capricorn = the 2242. Second Coming event (3rd century)
TWO LAWS (now and future) COMMITTED – ABHORRENCE THEN BELIEF

These “two laws” – I wonder if they refer to calendars. Many times Nostradamus states “it is only by the placement of the stars can the calendar be calculated”. The Stargate found 2003.

8 30
Inside Tholozé (Lesotho?) not far from Beluzer
Under a deep pit palace of spectacle (to see?)
The treasure found will come to vex everyone
in two places and near the vasacle

THOLOSE:
El shoot the solo Nostradamus; through the stargate?
Shoe lot: once the shod horse Sagittarius (Nostradamus)
Lost hoe Arcturus & 3rd decan Virgo L conduit sooth
So Leo host helot (Cassiopeia/Hatshesput = Sphinx)
Sol theo [Sun cult] the Aten (also an asteroid)
BELUZER:
BLUR ZEE (Cassiopeia) disguising the queen (the Sphinx)
The Old Way – under the pyramid
Treasure – the star gate - stage gate
Cassiopeia: the “crowned” queen [Hatshesput

8 30
Dedans Tholozé non loing de Beluzer
Faisant un peu long, palais d’aspectacle,
Tresor trouve un chacun ira vexer
El en deux loczez et pres d’el vasacle

8 30
WITHIN HOST LEO NEXT TO (blurred with) CASIOPEIA
Lion/Crowned Queen = Hatshesput = Sphinx
Edgar Cayce said the Hall of Records is within the Sphinx
UNDER THE OLD WAY – PALACE OF THE LOOKING GLASS
TREASURE DISCOVERED NEAR LEVEL ONE, WILL DISTURB
AND IN TWO PLACES: NEAR MAIN BRIDGE AND GATEWAY

two places: past and future
“LEVEL ONE” see illustrations in LOST THING

Helen C Parks© The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
Inside Tholoze (Lesotho?) not far from Beluzer
Under a deep pit palace of spectacle (to see?)
the treasure found will come to vex everyone
in two places and near the vasacle

THOLOSE: El shoot the solo [through the stage gate?]
Lost hoe (Arcturus) soothe (ASCENSION) L. (Pisces*)
O. (Andromeda) S. (Ursa) helot. Sol theo. [Sun cult]
Host Leo. BELUZER: Blur zee (Cassiopeia)
LEO HOST BLUR ZEE = THE SPHINX

Within Leo next to Cassiopeia
Under the old way – palace of the looking glass
Treasure discovered near level one, will disturb
And in two places: near main bridge and gateway

(*) L is the sky rune for Pavo/Pisces and also for Cetus. An important event displayed in the vignettes.
Three different events. Pisces the two fish in one vignette sit over tectonic plates divided.
Pisces the constellation, from which those of Cygnus and Aquarius/Eridanus invade.
L means Cetus, in which sits Mira, to be the new north polestar:
“Unaccustomed Cetus” The vignette with the sun facing the other way

8 30
Inside Tholoze (Lesotho?) not far from Beluzer
Under a deep pit palace of spectacle (to see?)
the treasure found will come to vex everyone
in two places and near the vasacle

Vasacle: bridge – ramp : Cheetham

Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer
Faisant un puis long, palais d’espectacle,
Tresor trouve un chacun ira vexer
El en deux locz et pres d’el vasacle

Lost hoe (Arcturus) soothe
The Old Way – under the pyramid
Cassiopeia: the “crowned” queen [Hatshepsut]
two places: past and future

H Parks

Inside Tholoze (Lesotho?) not far from Beluzer
Under a deep pit palace of spectacle (to see?)
the treasure found will come to vex everyone
in two places and near the vasacle

Inside Tholoze (Lesotho?) not far from Beluzer
Under a deep pit palace of spectacle (to see?)
the treasure found will come to vex everyone
in two places and near the vasacle

Vasacle: bridge – ramp : Cheetham

Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer
Faisant un puis long, palais d’espectacle,
Tresor trouve un chacun ira vexer
El en deux locz et pres d’el vasacle

Lost hoe (Arcturus) soothe
The Old Way – under the pyramid
Cassiopeia: the “crowned” queen [Hatshepsut]
two places: past and future

H Parks

(*) L is the sky rune for Pavo/Pisces and also for Cetus. An important event displayed in the vignettes.
Three different events.
Pisces the two fish in one vignette sit over tectonic plates divided.
Pisces the constellation, from which those of Cygnus and Aquarius/Eridanus invade.
L means Cetus, in which sits Mira, to be the new north polestar:
“Unaccustomed Cetus” The vignette with the sun facing the other way

8 48 2 FEURIER CHALDONDON
FOUL HINDRANCE DOER – FUND HEROICAL DRONE (ZETA RETICULI HERCULIS)
Cold On, (Oannes) Hand (Leo) hold con Dan (Scorpio)

8 48 2 Dedans Feurier Chaldondon salva terre
in February ‘Chaldondon’ salva terra
save the earth in February………………2013?

8 48 3 SAULTCASTALON – AS (Tall whites) TO CULL SATAN – ALL AN (Annunaki) OUTCASTS – SATAN’S CALLOUT –
LOUT SCAN ATLAS – COALS (blackens = “sackcloth” the eclipse shadow of Nibiru on Earth as it passes between us and the sun for 30 hours) ATLAS TUN (MAYA, a full day) LOANS CUT ATLAS (obs. for Taurus)

8 76 1 MACELINANGLETERRE
TREE (Celt) NAME NAG (horse date): CLEAR MILNE…HORSE PALE OCTOBER 28 - NOV 24 HORSE BLACK NOVEMBER 25 - DEC 22
The Milne Principle where everyone does what the other person wants to do – yet no one at all really wants to do it

8 77
THIRD ANTICHRIST CAUSES DECIMATION
HIS WAR HOLDS OUT TWENTY SEVEN GORY YEARS
THE HERETICS DEAD, CAPTIVE, EXILED
BLOODSHED, HUMAN BODIES, RED WATER ICY EARTH

9 3 2 FIFTEENTH PASSAGE BACKWARDS SURROUND BY ACCOMPANYING BLAZE

9 7 WHO OPENS THE MONUMENT (Sphinx?) WILL DISCOVER
the stage gate
(will) PROMPTLY GRASP AND NOT COME FORWARD:
BADLY ALLOW RIVALRY OCCUR, AND NO PROOF IN CONTROL
COMPREHEND UTMOST INSIGHT – (spy) GLASS – AGE(S)
ALTERNATE
alternate = go back and forth
BRETON KING ACQUAINT NORMAN
A 600 year gap using the Star Gate

9 15 4 SEIGNEURPRELATBOURGOING = OBLIGING GENEROUS RAPTURE, NOTE: BURGLARISING PURE EGO (souls)
GORGEOUS NOBLE ALIEN PERTURBING - ERUPT GREGARIOS ING (harvest for cannibalism)
BUGGERS REPTILIAN ON (Oannes) PRIOR ROGUE BELEAGUERING TONGUES (the rapture event/s have been questionable and mysterious) … keeping in mind the “LONG ESS” to be used when communicating with them

97
Qui ouvrir le monument trouu,
El ne viendra le serrer promptement,
Mal luy viendra, & ne pourra prouu
Si mieux doit estre Roy Breton ou Normand.

He who will open the tomb found,
And will come to close it promptly,
Evil will come to him, and one will be unable to prove,
If it would be better to be a Breton or Norman King

Helen C Parks© The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
© Helen C Parks  The Quatrains of Nostradamus brought into modern times
7 36
GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES, PULSES
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS
AGAINST THIRD CENTURY SECOND TRIBE ANOINTED GREYS
Third century following discovery of the stage gate or 300 tribes:
Hordes or 300 space ships from direction of Capricorn or in
Capricorn = the 2242. Second Coming event (3rd century)
TWO LAWS (now and future) COMMITTED ~
ABHORRENCE THEN BELIEF

4 29 1 Le Sol cache eclipse par Mercure
Mercury eclipses the sun – saying the sun is so far away that Mercury can cover its face, and the sun will be placed only second in the heavens

SUMMARY The “ascension” or “rapture” seems to be just as CHANI says:
“I understand your words asking [about] ascension
I tell you now, your ascension is nothing more than a mass abduction event”
6 66 1

GOD, VOICE ACTIVATION, LAUNCH CHANGES, PULSES
TRANSPORTED BY REDNESS. IS-CAN-BE SEVEN CONDUITS
AGAINST THIRD CENTURY SECOND TRIBE ANOINTED GREYS
Third century following discovery of the stage gate or 300 tribes:
Hordes or 300 space ships from direction of Capricorn or in
Capricorn = the 2242. Second Coming event (3rd century)
TWO LAWS (now and future) COMMITTED ~
ABHORRENCE THEN BELIEF

7 36

Dieu, le ciel tout le divin verbe a l’unde,
Port par rouges sept razes Bisance;
Contre les oingz trois cens de Trebisconde,
Deux loix mettront, et l’horreur, puis credence.

God, the heavens, the entire divine word in the waves,
carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium:
against the anointed three hundred from Trebizond,
will make two laws, first horror then trust.

4 29 1 Le Sol cache eclipse par Mercure
Mercury eclipses the sun – saying the sun is so far away that Mercury can cover its face, and the sun will be placed only second in the heavens

SUMMARY The “ascension” or “rapture” seems to be just as CHANI says:
“I understand your words asking [about] ascension
I tell you now, your ascension is nothing more than a mass abduction event”

10.100
The great empire will be for England,
The all-powerful one for more than three hundred years:
Great forces of the sea to pass by land
The Lusitians will not be satisfied thereby.

10 100 4 The Hidden Text:
Les Lusitains n’en seront pas contens
RECOUNT THE AERONAUTIC – ANSTUS LII BEING:
AGAINST AGES (time user) SUPPRESSED

Lusitains … codes within codes
IT AS LINUS SAINTS INSIST-U AL SUSTAIN ISATIN IL =
SCRY SATRIC SYRIANS
ISNT SaLu I (Sirius Talls SaLuSa) (= Dec 19/20 or
I SaLu ISNT (what people think or invisible dimension)
A L S IN SITU, SUSTAIN IL, SLAIN I - IT SUIT SALUS’ N
ITS U (uranite) S’LuSa N (the need)
SaLuSa IN TIN SITS IN SITULA L II (Pisces 2012) or
LII (grey) SITS IN SITULA
IT’S LINUS A (winter solstice)
Uranite = “of the heavens”

10 100 4 Les Lusitains n’en seront pas contens

ENTER RENNES CAPSTONE IS NOT
SUSTAINS SUNLESS LENSES
PAST N PATRONS - AS IS US
INSTALL N.N.E TUNNEL
seen relentless suns II (two suns)
POSE TRANS-OCTANES
Lusitania is Portugal … U.K. to Portugal, the shift

Became “Great” Britain in 1604, … add “more than 300” to when it became “all powerful” – would that take us to 2013?
Tectonic plates move the distance UK to Portugal (Tunisia to Sais in the
hidden text) = a bit over 200 miles in longitude which would mean the
Earth’s axis tilts a bit more.
See “Italy to South Africa” and “Rio to south pole” for the latitude distance
found in the codes of “LUSITAINS”
To tell about the greys from 52,000 years in the future, stargate users
and non-disclosure
ANSTUS means “study of the family tree” In this case it means the
He-Rod52 greys in our past and our future

= remain duped and unknowing ISATIN is chloral hydrate

SaLuSa a Tall from Sirius A.
A.L.S is like motor neurones disease spread by chemtrails supported by those of an area near Sirius and Orion
N is the rune for “necessity” and the sky rune for Eridanus
N = Celt Ash is in Pisces. L: (Cetus sky rune) is in Pisces. Tin is metal for Pisces.
SITULA is a bucket shaped craft… in which sit J Rod52 greys like the Roswell greys
I is the eve of winter solstice = December 19/20 or Egypt or ICE or “unable to progress forward”
LINUS: using the right molecules in the right concentration that are required for health
RENNES CAPSTONE IS NOT A CAPSTONE
SUSTAINED BY ERID.ANU – PAST USER
SUNLESS LENSES: sitting in the dark while using the spyglass
PAST N PATRONS: The Eridani. They are as we are
Relentless sun’s C.M.E. activity SEEN via the looking glass in the stage
gate at RENNES. TRANS OCTANES II (2011 or 2012 or Nov)
Satyr

In ancient Greek mythology, a forest deity and demon of fertility found in the retinue of the god Dion-ysus. Dion/god Ysus/Sirius.

In myths satyrs are depicted as part goat with horns – which could mean “IN CAPRICORN”

Satire: a literary term used to ridicule or make fun of human vice or weakness, often with the intent of correcting, or changing, the subject of the satiric attack… AND I SEE the SaLuSa messages exactly so

This same line also gave the co-ordinates of the Earth’s new position after necessary changes to the current one

A new 900 – 1260 day orbit “ascended” further out - 1260 is divisible by 12 by 105 and 105 adds to 6; (as in – SIX DAYS) Therefore, the “numerator” seems to be involved, those who love the number 12. The Anun.nakim

Rio de Janeiro becomes the new South Pole verified by “S.A. (Africa) to Italy” …Saudi Arabia is to be the new North Pole

A tilt of about 4,800 miles North to South on the South American “side”

Into an ice age by the end of 2012 with our moon’s orbit altered dramatically

10 84 1 “TAHITIANS ALL DAY” indicating the Earth has one face to the sun/s

---

1, 65

Enfant sans mains jamais veu si grand faudre,
L’enfant royal au feu d’oeestef bless:
Au pui brises fulgures allant mouldre,
Trois souz les chaines par le milieu trouss

A child without hands, never so great a thunderbolt seen, the royal child wounded at a game of tennis. At the well lightning strikes, joining together three trussed up in the middle under the oaks.

4, 79

Sang Royal fuis, Monhurt, Mas, Aiguillon,
Remplis seront de Bourdelois les landes,
Navarre, Bygorre pointes & aiguillons,
Profondz de faim vorer de liege glandes.

Blood Royal flee, Monheurt, Mas, Aiguillon,
The Landes will be filled by Bordelais, Navarre, Bigorre points and spurs, Deep in hunger to devour acorns of the cork oak.

OAK TREE OR ACORN always means either on a Thursday and/or the stage gate stargate